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About This Game

Hamilton's Great Adventure puts your problem solving skills and reflexes to the test. Outsmart the enemies, rush through the
levels and collect all the bling to ensure your place on the leaderboards.

In single player, switch between Hamilton and Sasha the bird to get through more than 60 challenging levels, or play the game in
offline co-op mode and control one character each! The game supports both keyboard/mouse and game pads.

The increasing difficulty will keep even the most seasoned gamers on their toes and only the most skilled players will make it to
the end.
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Will you be one of the select few in the world to complete the infamous Toader level 100%?

Key Features:

Highly addictive puzzle adventure!

Compare scores with your friends using in-game leaderboards!

Embark on a fantastic journey & unravel an ancient mystery!

Puzzle solo or take a friend along on the adventure with simultaneous local coop!
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8/10
Not a fan of puzzle games.
If you are, check this one out.. Small puzzle game about timing and planning. Fun and not that complex, but a couple of really
frustrating levels.. Considering the $1 I paid for it, Hamilton's Great Adventure isn't a bad little puzzle game. It's charming, it
has nice graphics and the puzzles are pretty straight forward. The gameplay consists of traversing a map from point A to point
B, while dealing with things such as switches, converyors, gates, etc. that limit your movement. Your tools to deal with this are
limited to add to the challenge. That's really all there is to it!

So like I said, it's simple but it's not bad for a cheap little time waster. Especially if you got a 90% off coupon from badge
crafting. The controls can be infuriating at times; Hamilton doesn't turn as responsibly as you'd like him to sometimes which
leads to restarts of levels for stupid reasons. Given time though, you can adjust to these mechanics issues and still make for a
nice way to kill 10 minutes at a time.

They're attempting some kind of story to go along with Hamilton's little adventure here, but considering he and his grandaughter
speak in grunts and coo's, I uh...could care less about that.. If you really like puzzle games A LOT, and are willing to spend lots
of time on them, then this game is for you!. Beautiful puzzle game, if a bit frustrating towards the latter stages. Combined with a
coupon this game is an absolute steal. Goodluck with 100% achievement completion on this one.....Your gonna need it :P. I
enjoy this very much. It's realy like Chips Challenge and I couldn't get enough of that one eiter at the time. The puzzles are
sometimes easy, but there is always some chanllenge to get all the "treasures".. Boring and tedious. Pass.. A charming little
puzzle game that I got for $1. Definitely worth said dollar. Lots of fun, great environments(classic treasure hunter locales), and
puzzles that make you think. The camera gets a bit annoying at times, as does trying to control your bird(the two don't help each
other either). It does get super hard later on, to the point of frustration...and that's when you start realize the controls are a bit
clunky. However, it really provides that feeling of accomplishment after you finally nail that timing(despite the stiffness of the
controls). All in all, it's not quite worth $10, but absolutely worth getting on sale for under $5.. Hamilton's Great Adventure
game isn't a super-amazing game that will blow your mind, but it's still a very good game with excellent level design, charming
aesthetics, and good music.

The levels are expertly-crafted, and never come-off as stupidly easy, nor nonsensically obtuse. The "aha!" moments for puzzles
that seemed impossible to decipher minutes prior remained a consistent experience throughout my entire play-through, and it
was enjoyable from start to finish. Albeit, the game is a bit easy for a little while, but it definitely ramps-up after a while -
*especially* if you try to get Gold in each level.

So, if you're into the puzzle genre or just feel like jumping into a genre you normally don't like that much (as I did), you can't go
wrong with Hamilton.
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I'm not sure whether to call this a puzzle game or not. All you have to do is to get to the goal, hitting switches, dodging
environmental hazards and the occasional "enemy". Once you found the correct path to take, you can finish a level without
much trouble.
Collecting coins is optional but to unlock more levels you'll need a certain amount.

Dont bother with the DLC since all it does is add 3 additional levels which arent too interesting nor challenging and you'll be
done with those in no time.

I guess this is a good choice when you feel the need to take a break from other games
that\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665you off.

On a side note: Whenever I start this game and the splash screen "Plays best on Alienware" shows up I just cant help myself and
I have to laugh.. loved the game worth every penny. needs more levels :). MIKÄ ♥♥♥♥♥ PELI NOT WORTH. Small puzzle
game about timing and planning. Fun and not that complex, but a couple of really frustrating levels.. The adventure isnt that
great. Fun and very polished casual puzzler.. This game is Nvidia only.

Not only does it fail to mention this on the page but in fact does the opposite;

"Shader 4.0 compatible card (minimum: Nvidia GeForce 8xxx, AMD Radeon 2xxx)"

I have a Radeon 270, this game requires Physx and therefore you can't play it on an AMD card.

False advertising, very poor show indeed.
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